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Ele troni Raman s attering has been employed to examine a number
of dierent orrelated insulators, in luding the high-temperature super ondu tors, Kondo insulators (like FeSi), and intermediate-valen e ompounds
(like SmB6 ). The experimental data all share a number of ommon features: in the B1g hannel ( rossed polarizers) one nds (i) a sudden onset
of low energy spe tral weight transfered from a higher harge-transfer peak,
whi h rapidly in reases as T in reases; (ii) the appearan e of an isosbesti
point (where the Raman response is independent of T ) separating the regions where the spe tral weight shifts; and (iii) a large ratio of the spe tral
range over whi h spe tral weight in reases as T in reases (representative of
the harge gap) to the onset temperature, where the gap appears to rst
open. We solve for the Raman response exa tly using dynami al mean
eld theory for the Fali ovKimball model and the Hubbard model. Our
solutions illustrate all three of these experimental features. In addition,
we al ulate the inelasti light s attering from X-rays, whi h allows the
photon to transfer both energy and momentum to the ele troni harge
ex itations. We nd that the harge transfer peak and the low energy peak
both broaden and disperse through the Brillouin zone similar to what is
seen in experiments in materials like Ca2 CuO2 Cl2 .
PACS numbers: 78.30.j, 71.30.+h, 74.72.h, 75.20.Hr
 Presented at the International Conferen e on Strongly Correlated Ele tron Systems,

(SCES 02), Cra ow, Poland, July 1013, 2002.
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1. Introdu tion and experimental summary

Light s attering has long been used as a bulk probe of the ele troni
harge ex itations in solids. It is parti ularly interesting to study strongly
orrelated metals and insulators, sin e their

harge dynami s are signi-

antly renormalized and do not appear nearly free ele tron like. The most
ommon form of light s attering is an elasti

opti al

ondu tivity measure-

ment, whi h usually pro eeds by measuring the ree tivity and performing a
KramersKronig transformation to determine the opti al

ondu tivity (this

normally requires extrapolations of the ree tivity for small and large frequen y). Sin e the s attering is elasti , one adjusts the photon energy ( olor)
to determine the energy dependen e of the ele troni
ently, there has been renewed interest in
ele troni

inelasti

q

Raman s attering when opti al (

shines an intense mono hromati

harge ex itations. Relight s attering, named

= 0) light is used. Here one

beam of light on the sample and studies

the ree ted light that emerges at a dierent energy, due to the inelasti
s attering from the ele troni

harge ex itations. By employing polarizers

on the in ident and ree ted light, one
ferent symmetry

symmetries. The three most

B2g

whi h is another

harge ex itations of dierent

ommon symmetries

the full symmetry of the latti e (is
and

an proje t the s attering onto dif-

hannels, thereby probing

d-like

s-like), B1g

symmetry.

with the ele troni

A1g

whi h has

In addition, there have been

a number of re ent experiments probing inelasti
lated insulators. Here the photon

hosen are

whi h is a d-like symmetry,
X-ray s attering in

orre-

an ex hange both momentum and energy

harge ex itations. These experiments usually require a

resonant enhan ement of the s attered signal by tuning the X-ray energy to
lie

lose to a

ore edge transition.

Experimental ele troni

Raman s attering results on

orrelated insula-

tors are plotted in gure 1. Ea h of these experimental systems share
mon features:

transfered from a higher

T

in reases;

as

T

harge-transfer peak, whi h rapidly in reases as

(ii) there is an isosbesti point (where the Raman response is

independent of
and

om-

(i) there is a sudden onset of low energy spe tral weight

T)

separating the regions where the spe tral weight shifts;

(iii) the ratio of the spe tral range over whi h spe tral weight in reases
in reases (representative of the

harge gap) to the onset temperature,

where the gap appears to rst open is mu h larger than the weak- oupling
value of 3.5. The top panel shows SmB
developing a sharp peak at 130

m

1

6

[1℄, whi h has the added feature of

(that does not disperse in frequen y)

when the temperature is lower than 30 K. The FeSi data is shown in the middle panel [2℄. It displays the
Note how the isosbesti

leanest signature of these anomalous features.

point only develops at temperatures below 150 K.

The bottom panel shows smoothed data in the LSCO high-temperature su-
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per ondu tor [3℄ (other HTSC experiments have also been performed [4, 5℄).
The isosbesti

point is somewhat harder to see here (be ause of the noise

in the data), but it does develop at about 2100

m

1

as the temperature is

lowered.

Fig. 1. Experimental B1g Raman response for orrelated materials (a) SmB6 [1℄;
(b) FeSi [2℄; and ( ) underdoped La2 x Srx CuO4 [3℄ with x = 0:08. All of the experimental data show the development of a low-temperature isosbesti point, whi h
o urs due to the transfer of spe tral weight from low energy to high energy as the
temperature is lowered, indi ating the proximity to the quantum- riti al point of a
metalinsulator transition. The individual urves are labeled by the temperature
in K where the measurement was taken. In panel ( ) only the high temperature
(300 K) and the low temperature (50 K) are labeled. The two intermediate urves
are at 100 and 200 K, respe tively.
In addition, resonant inelasti

X-ray s attering experiments have been

4 and Sr2 CuO2 Cl2 [6℄,
Ca2 CuO2 Cl2 [7℄, NaV2 O5 [8℄, Nd2 CuO4 [9℄, and Sr2 CuO3 and SrCuO2 [10℄.

performed on insulating

2

ompounds like La CuO

These experiments require a tuning of the photon energy to lie
Cu K or V

L3

edge in order to get a large enough inelasti

nal. They then

an be s anned through momentum spa e to examine the

frequen y and momentum dependent
sulator. We

lose to the

s attering sig-

harge ex itations in a

2

2 2

on entrate here on the Ca CuO Cl

orrelated in-

data [7℄. As a fun tion
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Fig. 2. Experimental resonant inelasti X-ray s attering in Ca2 CuO2 Cl2 [7℄ along
(a) the zone diagonal and (b) the zone edge. The label X is dened to be X =
( os q x + os q y )=2 for photon s attering that transfers momentum q .
of momentum one nds a

harge transfer peak and a lower energy peak

(these experiments use a linear polarizer for the in ident light, so dierent
symmetry

hannels are mixed together and the temperature is held at room

temperature). As one s ans through the Brillouin zone, the

harge transfer

peak hardly disperses, while the low-energy peak shows signi ant dispersion whi h tra ks well with the parameter

X

=

= ( os q x + os q y ) 2. It is

hard to say what happens to the width of the peaks as one s ans through

the Brillouin zone, as the data is too noisy (be ause of the low intensity
of the inelasti

s attered signal).

Note as well, the results for

X

= 1 are

not identi al along the zone edge and zone diagonal be ause the use of polarizers proje ts onto dierent mixtures of the symmetry

hannels (these

experiments have a xed relation between the polarization of the ele tri
eld and the transferred momentum).

2. Theoreti al formalism

We will examine two dierent model systems here: the Hubbard model [11℄
and the Fali ovKimball model [12℄.
tains two terms:

the ele trons

The Hubbard Hamiltonian [11℄

on-

an hop between nearest neighbors (with
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p

t =(2 d) on a d-dimensional

hopping integral

hyper ubi

they intera t via a s reened Coulomb intera tion

t .

same site. All energies are measured in units of

where

y

i

(

i )

is the

X y



t
p

HHub =

d hi;j i;

2

i j

+

UH

UH

The Hamiltonian is

X
i

latti e [13℄), and

when they sit on the

ni" ni# ;

(1)

reation (annihilation) operator for an ele tron at

ni = yi i is the ele tron number operator.
We adjust a hemi al potential  to x the average lling of the ele trons
to half lling ( = UH =2).
latti e site

i with

spin



and

The Fali ovKimball Hamiltonian
erant band ele trons and lo alized (

or

ontains two types of ele trons: itin-

f ) ele

trons. The band ele trons

an

hop between nearest neighbors in the same way as in the Hubbard model
and they intera t via a s reened Coulomb intera tion with the lo alized ele trons (that is des ribed by an intera tion strength

UFK

between ele trons

that are lo ated at the same latti e site). The Hamiltonian is

HFK =
where

y
i



t
p

2

X y

d hi;j i

i j

+

Ef

( i ) is the spinless

erator at latti e site

X
i



X y

i i + UFK

i

ondu tion ele tron

i and wi = 0

or 1 is a

tron number at site

i.

X y
i i wi ;

(2)

i

reation (annihilation) op-

lassi al variable

orresponding

Ef and
 so that the average lling of the -ele trons is 1/2 and the average lling
of the f -ele trons is 1/2 ( = UFK =2 and Ef = 0). Note that if we do not

to the lo alized

f -ele

wi

We will adjust both

allow the down-spin ele trons in the Hubbard model to hop, then we get the

spinless Fali ovKimball model.
We fo us here on

nonresonant inelasti light s attering. In this ase, the

photon-ele tron vertex fun tion does not depend on the photon frequen y.
It

orresponds to the generi

pi ture of light s attering, but is unable to pre-

di t additional properties asso iated with resonant enhan ements of signals,
whi h are often seen experimentally. We use the Kubo formula to relate the
response fun tion to the
The

orresponding

ja (q ) =
with

urrent urrent

orrelation fun tion.

urrents for the dierent symmetry se tors ea h take the following form

a (k)

the

XX


orresponding

k

a (k + q =2)

y
k+q  k ;

(3)

urrent vertex fun tion and the sum over spin

needed only for the Hubbard model. For

onventional Raman s attering, we
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work with opti al light so
s attering. The inelasti

q

! 0, but the nite-q

a (k + q =2) =
where the
and

e ve

ase is needed for X-ray

light s attering vertex is

X I  2 "(k + q=2) O
e ;
e

(4)

k k

tors denote the in oming and outgoing photon polarizations

"(k) is the nonintera

ting bandstru ture (we examine a hyper ubi

lat-

ti e here).
urrent- urrent

orrelation fun tion takes the

form given in Fig. 3. Note that there are two

The Dyson equation for the

oupled equations illustrated

in Figs. 3 (a) and (b); these equations dier by the number of
them. The irredu ible vertex fun tion

is the dynami al

a

fa tors in

harge vertex [14℄

whi h takes the form

i!m ; i!n ; il6=0 ) = Æmn

(

1 m
T Gm

m+l
:
Gm+l

(5)

i!m = iT (2m + 1) is
il = 2iT l is the Bosoni Matsub-

on the imaginary axis for the Fali ovKimball model [
the Fermioni

Matsubara frequen y and

ara frequen y℄. Here
axis and

m =  (i!m ) is the lo

Gm = G(i!m ) is the lo

al self energy on the imaginary

al Green's fun tion on the imaginary axis.

An expli it expression for the irredu ible

harge vertex is not known for the

Hubbard model, but it also possesses the full symmetry of the latti e. If the
vertex fa tor

a

does not have a proje tion onto the full symmetry of the

latti e, then there are no vertex

orre tions from the lo al dynami al

harge

vertex [15℄.

Fig. 3. Coupled Dyson equations for the inelasti light s attering urrent- urrent
orrelation fun tions des ribed by the vertex fun tion a . Panel (a) depi ts the
Dyson equation for the intera ting orrelation fun tion, while panel (b) is the
supplemental equation needed to solve for the orrelation fun tion. The symbol
stands for the lo al dynami al irredu ible harge vertex given in Eq. (5) for the
Fali ovKimball model. In situations where there are no harge vertex orre tions,
the orrelation fun tion is simply given by the rst (bare-bubble) diagram on the
right-hand side of panel (a).
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There are traditionally three main symmetries
tering experiments:

B1g

A1g

d-wave

whi h has a

symmetry.

(i)

symmetry and

Ea h symmetry is

ident and s attered light.
where

eI

=

eO

onsidered in Raman s at-

whi h has the full symmetry of the latti e;

(iii)

B2g

whi h is another

(ii)

d-wave

hosen by dierent polarizations for the in-

d

If we sum over the

pairs of polarizations,

and ea h ve tor points along ea h of the dierent Carte-

A1g
eO = (1; 1; 1; 1; :::), then we
eI = (1; 0; 1; 0; :::) and eO = (0;

eI

= (1; 1; 1; :::) and
B1g se tor. And if we hoose
1; 0; 1; :::) then we have the B2g se tor.
If we have just nearest-neighbor hopping, then the B2g response vanishes beause B2g = 0. Following the form given in Eq. (4), we nd A1g (q ) =
"(q )
 P1 os qj ( 1)j =pd.
and B1g (q ) = t
j =1
A straightforward al ulation, shows that the B1g response has no vertex orre tions on the zone diagonal q = (q; q; q; q; :::). Hen e, the B1g
sian axes, then we have the

response is the bare bubble and

se tor. If we
have the

an be determined in both the Fali ov

Kimball model and the Hubbard model. The
the

B1g

hoose

A1g

response everywhere and

response o of the zone diagonal, do have vertex

orre tions, and

an only be determined for the Fali ovKimball model. The
ea h response fun tion is straightforward, but tedious.
solve the

al ulation of

One needs to rst

oupled equations depi ted in Fig. 3 on the imaginary axis and

then perform the analyti
The end result is
the (bare-bubble)

B1g (q ;  )

B1g

=

ontinuation as in the Raman s attering

ase [16℄.

umbersome and will not be given here. Instead we show
result on the zone diagonal

i
4

Z1
1
f !

d! ff (!)0 (!; X;  )

f (! +  )℄~0 (!; X;  )g

[ ( )
with

0 (!; X;  )

Z1

=

and

~0 (!; X;  )

(6)

p
! +   (!) " 1 X 2
1

! +  +   (! +  ) X"
p
F1
;
1
X2
Z1

=

f (! +  )0 (!; X;  )

d"(")

d"(")

1

1

1

  (!)

!+
1
F1 ! +  + p  (! 2+  )
1
X

p
"

1

1

X"

(7)

X2



:

(8)
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pf (!) = 1=[1 + exp(!=T )℄ is the
(") = exp( "2 )=  is the nonintera ting density
of states;  (! ) is the lo al self energy on the real axis; X = os q for the
R
zone-diagonal waveve tor q = (q; q; q; :::; q ); and F1 (z ) =
d"(")=(z ") is
Here we have used the following notation:
FermiDira

distribution,

the Hilbert transform of the nonintera ting density of states. Te hniques for
nding the self energy for the Hubbard model [17℄ and the Fali ovKimball
model [18℄ have appeared elsewhere.

3. Theoreti al results

We plot results for the inelasti
in Fig. 4. Three

ases are

X-ray s attering in the Hubbard model

onsidered: (a) a

orrelated metal, (b) a material

undergoing a metalinsulator transition, and ( ) a
urves have been shifted verti ally for

orrelated insulator. The

larity. The lowest set of

urves

X =1

orrespond to Raman s attering with opti al photons [19℄.
Consider rst the
development of a
moves towards
the zone

orrelated metal in panel (a). At

hara teristi

q

= 0, we see the

Fermi peak at low energy that narrows and

 = 0 as the temperature is lowered.

As we move away from

enter, the Fermi peak broadens and has its maximum lie at a

nite frequen y. This is exa tly what one would expe t, sin e the damping
in reases dramati ally as s attering in the parti le-hole
possible (for larger
little

T -dependen

q

values). Note also that the

e at

X

= 0.

ontinuum be omes

harge-transfer peak has

In panel (b), we show the results for a

system that undergoes a temperature-dependent metalinsulator transition
at

T

T

 0:011.

Note how low-energy spe tral weight is initially depleted as

is lowered, but then returns as the system be omes more metalli . The

temperature dependen e is redu ed as we move towards the zone
addition, the isosbesti

point disperses to higher energy as

q

orner. In

is in reased.

T,

Finally, there is a small low-energy peak that emerges at low-

and is

present with only slight dispersion in the Brillouin zone but with growing
weight as the zone
a

orner is approa hed.

orrelated insulator.

Here all momenta allow the development of low-

energy spe tral weight as
the isosbesti

T

in reases and there is an isosbesti

point does not disperse with

broadening of the

B1g

In panel ( ), we plot results for

q

anymore.

point, but

Also, we see the

harge-transfer peak as we move toward the zone

In Fig. 5 we plot the inelasti

X-ray s attering at

UFK

orner.

= 2 (a) for the

B1g hannel along the zone
q = (q; 0; q; 0; : : : ; q; 0) for 1  X = (1 + os q)=2  0
and q = (; q; ; q; : : : ; ; q ) for 0  X = ( 1 + os q )=2 
1℄, and ( ) for
the A1g hannel along the zone diagonal. The orrelation strength UFK was
hannel along the zone diagonal, (b) for the

edge [here we have

hosen to be 2, whi h is just on the insulating side of the metalinsulator

; ; : : : ; )

transition. Note how the results are all identi al at the (

point.
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Fig. 4. Inelasti X-ray s attering response in the B1g hannel along the Brillouin
zone diagonal for the half-lled Hubbard model on a hyper ubi latti e. Panel
(a) shows a orrelated metal (T = 0:353, 0.150, 0.064, 0.039), panel (b) shows a
material that undergoes a metal insulator transition as a fun tion of temperature
(T = 0:282, 0.172, 0.039, 0.009, 0.003) and panel ( ) shows a orrelated insulator
(T = 0:566, 0.424, 0.283, 0.071). The dierent thi knesses of the urves orrespond
to dierent temperatures (thinnest being the lowest temperature).

This o

urs due to the lo al approximation.

at the zone

orner in dierent symmetry

many-body

orrelations. Note also how the

spe tral weight for

q = 0.

The vertex

Any variation in the signal

hannels must be due to nonlo al

A1g

results have no low-energy

orre tions remove all remnants of the

low-energy response here, but it enters for any nite value of
qualitative feature is that the

q.

The main

harge-transfer peak broadens signi antly as

we move through the Brillouin zone, and the results along the zone edge
are quite similar to those along the zone boundary, when plotted with the
orresponding

X -values.

We

an see a small amount of dispersion of the

low-energy peak through the Brillouin zone, but it is not strong ee t for
when the gap in the insulator is small. Finally, the isosbesti

q = 0 appears for all q .

point seen at
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Fig. 5. Inelasti X-ray s attering response in the B1g hannel along (a) the Brillouin
zone diagonal and (b) along the zone edge and ( ) in the A1g hannel along the
zone diagonal for the half-lled Fali ovKimball model on a hyper ubi latti e.
The orrelation strength is UFK = 2 whi h is just on the insulating side of the
metalinsulator transition for the FK model. The dierent urves orrespond to
dierent temperatures ranging from thi kest to thinnest urve as follows: T = 1:0;
0.5, 0.25, 0.1.
We should also point out that all of the anomalous features seen in

q

experiment for Raman s attering (

= 0) are also seen here. Low-energy

spe tral weight emerges at low temperature in the

A1g

gap

hannel; there is an isosbesti

B1g

hannel but not the

point; and the ratio of twi e the

 1 to the transition temperature  0:2 is about 10.

harge-

4. Con lusions

We have examined inelasti

light s attering in

orrelated materials

through the metalinsulator transition for two dierent models of ele tron
orrelations: the Hubbard model and the Fali ovKimball model.

In the

Hubbard model we

ould only determine results that were not renormalized

by the irredu ible

harge vertex (along the Brillouin zone diagonal), but
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we

ould determine results everywhere in the Fali ovKimball model. We

found a number of interesting features in the solutions in luding the presen e of three well-known anomalies in the
addition, for nite

q,

q = 0 Raman s

the absen e of symmetry dependen e at the zone
isosbesti
of the
orner.

attering

ase. In

we saw new features emerge in luding the following:
orner; the o

points throughout the Brillouin zone; and a generi

harge transfer peak as one moves from the zone

urren e of
broadening

enter to the zone

Many of these latter results have not yet been seen in inelasti

X-ray s attering. We believe it would be quite interesting to examine inelasti

X-ray s attering at dierent temperatures and with polarizers for both

the in ident and s attered light. We believe that a number of new and interesting features of
emerge if this

harge ex itations in

an be a

orrelated systems are likely to

omplished.
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